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Free Surface - Water Flow Past Obstacles

Introduction

This tutorial demonstrates how to set up a free surface model of ow in a dry channel
with obstacles along the ow path. It is also suitable for simulations of e.g. riverbeds.
It is designed to get you up to speed on how to apply the Volume Of Fluid (VOF) free
surface model correctly. This tutorial assumes that you already understand how to set up
a transient simulation. See the RhinoCFD basics Transient videos for more information.
The geometry required for this tutorial can be set up quickly in Rhino, but users can also
use their own geometry or download it from RhinoCFD Tutorials.

Figure 1: Simulation set up with two obstacles in the channel. The wedge is used only
at the start of the simulation to initialise the inow of water from left to right.
The resolution in this tutorial has been chosen to t within the maximum cells per direction permitted in RhinoCFD Lite (i.e. 403 ). Other users may wish to increase the
resolution to get more detailed results, in particular near the channel walls and obstacles,
but should keep in mind that the simulations will take longer to run.
Free surface models are required when there is an interaction between two or more distinctly dierent uids, separated by sharply dened interfaces. This tutorial focuses on
applying VOF, one of the most modern free surface models available in CFD, to water
owing through air. It has a multitude of uses including ow past ships, slug ow (cavitation) in pipes, sloshing of liquids and can be used on more complex geometry and results
can be viewed for a range of time steps, rather than for just one steady state solution.
However, this method is also more computational expensive and transient simulations
may take much longer to run.
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Geometry Set Up
Box Obstacles

Create a box using the Box tool, dimensioning the box x = 150mm, y = 150mm and
z = 100mm. Place the box at x = 75mm, y = −150mm, z = 50mm. Make a copy of the
box and place it at x = −75mm, y = 150mm, z = 50mm.
To resize and place the boxes the BoxEdit tool may be useful.

Water Initialisation Wedge
Draw a right triangle with dimensions y = 150mm, z = 50mm. Extrude the triangle
along x = 300mm, to form a wedge. Place the wedge at x = 0mm, y = −325mm,
z = 25mm.
The three objects should look like those shown in Figure 1. The domain, walls and inand outlets also visible in Figure 1 will be created in the following section.

CFD Analysis

Domain and Edge Conditions
First, create a domain around the objects by clicking on the rst button on the tool
bar (Create Domain to t objects). The domain denes the region in which uid ow is
possible. When prompted, select the desired working directory.

Figure 2: RhinoCFD tool bar
Resize the domain using the BoxEdit tool to x = 300mm, y = 750mm and z = 150mm,
then move the domain to the location x = 0mm, y = 0mm and z = 75mm. This should
align the wedge with the face of the domain that will be specied as an inlet and should
align the outside of the boxes with the channel side walls.
To set up the boundary conditions of the simulation, right-click the second button on the
tool bar (Edit Domain Edge Conditions). Specify the face next to the wedge (Ymin) to
have a Flow condition and the opposite face (Ymax) to be Open. The side walls (Xmin
& Xmax) as well as the oor (Zmin) should be set to Wall conditions and the top face
(Zmax) should be set to Open or left unchanged. These menu settings are shown in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Domain Edge Conditions
In order to separately control the inow of both water and the air above it at the inlet,
re-dimension the new newly created geometry at the inlet and make a copy of it, to create
one inlet for water and one inlet for air. Dimension the water inlet to z = 50mm and
position it at z = 25mm, and dimension the copy for the air inlet to z = 100mm and
position it at z = 100mm.
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Main Menu
Geometry

In the main menu (third tool bar button, Edit Solution Parameters) under Geometry
change the Time Dependence to Transient and set up the simulation to run for 3 seconds
in 300 steps (Figure 4). A general guideline for VOF simulations is that information
should only travel half a cell per time step (this is known as the Courant-Lawrence
Friedrich (CLF ) condition with CF L = 0.5). A conservative estimate corresponds to
dividing the minimum cell size by the maximum velocity and multiplying by the CF L
number; in this tutorial we estimate the time step with 0.5 × 0.01m ÷ 0.5m/s = 0.01s.

Figure 4: Time Step settings
Grid spacing will be set up in the following section after the main menu setting have been
completed.
Models

In the Models section enable the Free-surface model and select VOF - CICSAM as shown
in Figure 5.
Of the available methods CICSAM is the best at preserving the interface between the
uids, when suciently small time steps are used. For large scale problems like ships,
where the interface does not need to be as well preserved, or when large time steps
need to be taken to reduce computational time, MHRIC or STACS should be considered
respectively.
For more information about the available VOF methods please refer to this technical
report.
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Figure 5: Model settings
Properties

In the Properties section the settings have automatically been set to air for the light uid,
water for the heavy uid and the domain to be initialised as the light uid (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Properties settings
Sources

In the Sources section enable gravity with a constant buoyancy model and gravity acting
in gz = −9.81m/s2 (Figure 7).

Figure 7: Sources settings (Additional options below Gravitational Acceleration will be
left unchanged for this tutorial.)
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Numerics

In the Numerics section reduce the number of iteration for each step to 40 (If a simulation requires many more iterations per time step, it is recommended to reduce the time
step size). Select the Relaxation control button and edit the values for reference velocity
and reference length (Figure 8). These should be set to characteristic values of the ow,
the velocity could be set to the inlet velocity and the reference length to e.g. the water
depth (water inlet height). In some places in the domain the water will accelerate to
velocities faster than the inlet, and near walls the characteristic length of the ow may
be smaller than the water depth, therefore in this simulation set the reference velocity to
vref = 1m/s and reference lengthscale to lref = 0.01m.
See the RhinoCFD basics Convergence video for further information.

Figure 8: Relaxation setting using Automatic Convergence Control, given a Reference
Velocity and Reference Length
Output

In the Output section under Field dumping set results to be output every 5 steps. This
should allow for the creation of a relatively smooth animation of the water ow in postprocessing. To use less storage increase the number of steps between outputs, for an even
smoother animation decrease the number of steps between outputs.
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Output of Extra Variables

Optionally, RhinoCFD can also calculate the forces applied to any object in the domain.
To activate this option go to Output and select `output of forces and moments on blockage objects' and set it to ON. Clicking on settings opens a panel where options such as
the calculation of Friction forces (part of the drag component) and drag coecients can
be enabled.
Optionally, user may also wish to store additional useful quantities e.g. the height above
the oor, which can be used to colour the water height. This can be done by selecting
the seventh icon on the tool bar, which allows for the input of formulas via RhinoCFD's
In-Form feature. This is a very powerful feature, but for the purpose of this tutorial we
will only use it to store an additional variable for post-processing.
Open saveblock19 and enter `(Stored of HGHT is ZG)' to store the height.

Object Properties
The next step is to adjust the inow boundary conditions and initialise the water inow.
To edit the properties of the objects in the domain there are two options: 1) select the
object in the Rhino screen so that it is highlighted and then click on the third tool bar
button (Edit CFD Properties), or 2) open the object list by right-clicking the third button
on the tool bar (Show table of Objects) and selecting the object from the list.

Setting Boundary and Initial Conditions
Edit the Water Inlet properties to have the inlet density of the Heavy liquid (Water) and
a velocity of v = 0.3m/s, as shown in Figure 9. For the air inlet, set the density to Light
and the velocity to v = 0.03m/s.
Next, edit the properties of the wedge by opening the CFD Properties window and clicking on the Attributes button. As shown in Figure 10, change the Type to Heavy uid
and then select the Initial Values button to specify an initial velocity of 0.3m/s in the
Y-direction.
Finally, locate the probe using the RhinoCFD tool bar by left-clicking the sixth tool bar
button Show Probe, then positioning it in front of the wedge close to the oor. This way
the simulations monitor plots will show changes in quantities allowing to assess if water
is inowing correctly.
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Figure 9: Water Inlet Properties

Figure 10: User dened object settings

Meshing
It is important to rene the mesh near geometry so that their eect on the ow are
correctly simulated. In this tutorial the geometry is rather simple and our goal is to stay
with in the 40 cells per direction limit of RhinoCFD Lite. For this purpose we will manually edit the grid spacing in each of the three directions. To do this enter the geometry
menu by left clicking on the 4th toolbar icon. Ensure that each direction is set to manual.
Enter the x-direction menu by clicking on `X-direction' and edit regions 1 and 2 to each
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have 10 cells with symmetrical Power Law distributions with a power of 1.3. This clusters
the grid near the inside faces of the boxes and the walls.
In the y-direction set the rst 4 regions to have 9 cells and the last region to have 4. For
the rst 4 set the distributions to be symmetrical Power Laws with powers of 1.2 and for
the last region non-symmectircal with power 1.3, as shown in Figure 11. This will cluster
the grid near the front and back faces of the boxes.
In the z-direction set all regions to non-symmetric. Set the rst to Power Law with power
1.3 and the second and third to a Geometric Law with powers 1.05 and 1.10 respectively.
This clusters the grid near the oor with increasing cell spacing away from the oor.

Figure 11: Grid Mesh Settings in the Y-Direction
Depending on the size of the domain or the geometry used, these afore mentioned values
may need to be iterated until a reasonable mesh is found. Table 1 summarises the values
used for the grid. Figures 12 and 13 show the resulting grid from two dierent directions.
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Axis

X
Y
Z

1
10
9
8

Region
2 3
10 9 9
6 4

4
9
-

5
4
-

Table 1: Number of mesh cells in each region of each direction

Figure 12: Grid in Y-Z-plane

Figure 13: Grid in X-Z-plane

Results
On the tool bar click 'Load Results' and click OK. Click on 'play time series' drop down
under the time step button and the results for all time steps will be played. Examples of
iso-surfaces of SU RN = 0.5, which denotes the interface between water and air, coloured
by ow variables are shown in Figures 14 and 15. Figure 16 shows example output to the
Results File listing the forces acting on the blocks at the nal time step.
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(a)

T = 0.2s

(c)

T = 1.0s

(b)

T = 0.6s

(d)

T = 1.4s

Figure 14: Iso-surface of SU RN = 0.5 coloured by velocity magnitude
To view the results produced from the `output' menu specied earlier, right click on the
third to last toolbar icon
to bring up the `result' le. As the name suggests, this le
contains all the information resulting from the simulation including convergence, object
properties, settings and derived variables and forces.
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(a)

T = 0.0s

(f)

T = 1.0s

(b)

T = 0.2s

(g)

T = 1.2s

(c)

T = 0.4s

(h)

T = 1.4s

(d)

T = 0.6s

(i)

T = 1.6s

(e)

T = 0.8s

(j)

T = 1.8s

Figure 15: Iso-surfaces of SU RN = 0.5 coloured by the water height above the oor
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Figure 16: Snippet from Results le showing forces on Blocks 1 & 2
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